BLOOD SPORT
CREATOR BYRON BALASCO AND ACTOR JONATHAN TUCKER PULL NO
PUNCHES IN NEW MMA FIGHTING DRAMA KINGDOM
WO R D S

or show creator, executive
producer and occasional episode
writer Byron Balasco, his new
show Kingdom sprang forward
from an unlikely love of VHS
tapes found at the back of the local
Blockbuster (no, not those kind of
tapes, perverts).
“I’d been a fan of MMA fighting for
many years, back before it was more
mainstream like it is today,” explains
Balasco. “So I was into it back when you
had to find the tape at the back of
Blockbuster, and I was fascinated by the
kind of people who’d want to do this for a
living. A lot of them came from different
places, had different backgrounds, so for
years I thought this would be an interesting
place to put a show — I like the idea of
writing about subcultures and people
living on the fringe of life, operating
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without any kind of safety net.”
Initial disinterest in the project caused
Balasco to write the damn thing anyway,
the resulting script leading to a greenlit
production and a show that defies
expectation by focusing more on family
drama than the sport itself (although, to be
fair, there’s plenty of punchy bits and time
spent in the gym, too). The father (and
father figure) of the piece is Frank Grillo’s
Alvey Kulina, who owns and operates the
Navy St. gym in Venice, California with
girlfriend Lisa (Kiele Sanchez). Thrown
into the mix is fresh outta jail former
MMA champ Ryan Wheeler, played by
Matt Lauria (who also happens to be Lisa’s
ex-squeeze), and sons Nate (Nick Jonas;
yep, of teen sensations the Jonas Brothers)
and Jay (Jonathan Tucker, also currently
appearing in Justified) — the former an
aspiring champ; the latter a fighter gone to
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seed thanks to drug and alcohol addiction.
For MMA newb Tucker (“I wasn’t an
MMA fan when I started the show, but
now I’ve travelled to multiple fights and I
read the blogs, so it has totally and utterly
bitten me,” he admits), it provided the
illuminating opportunity to train with real
MMA fighters. “There’s the physicality of
going to the gym and eating well and all the
boring things that entails, and that’s super
tough,” says Tucker. “Then there’s the
more exciting aspect: getting to spend days
and weeks and months with people who do
this day in and day out and make a living at
Mixed Martial Arts and are in that cage for
often very different reasons. For many of
them it’s an addiction. For my character
Jay it’s an addiction that has the ability to
keep him from drinking or doing drugs —
he’s basically swapping one addiction for
the other.”
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Jay gives an opponent the evil eye.
To the left is the unfortunate result.

Jay (Jonathan Tucker), Nate
(Nick Jonas) and Alvey Kulina
(Frank Grillo) get ready to rumble.

Jay Kulina (Jonathan Tucker)
sees red on the set of Kingdom.

To construct the 10 episodes and
overreaching arc of Season 1, Balasco
deeply immersed himself in the hypermasculine world of MMA. “The first thing
was just going around local gyms in Los
Angeles for research and then I got hooked
up with a guy named Greg Jackson, who is
the top MMA coach in the world — he
coaches a lot of UFC champs like John
Jones and George St Pierre,” says Balasco.
“We’ve been embraced by that world,
which I’m grateful for. What surprised me
was how much these men and women
sacrifice to do this for a relatively low payoff. You’ve got guys who’ll sell their blood
and plasma just so they can train and
they’re in the gym all day, just to get a
chance to fight that pays hardly anything.
How much they put themselves through
and what their families go through in this
pursuit is pretty unbelievable.”
EmpireOnline.com.au
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To lend authenticity to Kingdom’s many
fights, the cast underwent an intense
training regime pre-filming — although
said training didn’t stop accidents
occurring on set. “I think I got it worst,
and I don’t say that with a sense of pride,”
says Tucker. “I tore a cartilage in my ribs in
the beginning, and then got a nasty
pinched nerve in my neck, and then with
my first fight in the show I got elbowed
right in the eye and that split my left
eyebrow wide open. The bottom
line is, we’re gettin’ in there, and
we’re makin’ things happen!”
The stitches and sore bits,
Tucker say, helped his
portrayal. “Joe ‘Daddy’
[Stevenson, MMA fighter and
a trainer on the show] told me
that getting injured was good
because it shows me what it’s

really like to be a fighter, because every
fighter fights injured — I thought that was
a great thing to think about.”
When asked if any of his cast could
survive a real MMA fight, Balasco’s
response is swift, like a good left hook to
the face. “No.” A brief pause before a
softer approach. “But there’s all levels of
fights, so who knows. I know Frank’s
[Grillo] been training most of his life and
he has done a lot of boxing and jiu jitsu,
but those people doing it for real are
operating on another level.
Y’know, not everyone wants to
get punched in the face!”
KINGDOM PREMIERES TUESDAY
APRIL 7 AT 9.30PM ON FX AND
WILL BE AVAILABLE ON DVD,
BLU-RAY AND DOWNLOAD ON
JULY 8.
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